ODE Conference call 1/3/2017
Notes provided by Naja Bailey (META), Mary Myers (LACA), Debbie Barbee (MCOECN/SSST),

FY17L reports – Invalid Cert Report is coming out via VMS (the old way) for Districts to start working on.
HQT Report is being worked on this week, and hopeful will be produced by end of week (no guarantees).

Processing Delay – Since so many ODE staff were out last week, no data was processed last week. ODE
did catch up over this past weekend and is back on a regular processing schedule as of tonight.

FY17S second Enrollment collections – both 2TRD and BODE will be opening on Friday. The SSID table
changes they’ve been talking about have been tested, and will be pushed out Thursday evening for
Friday’s opening of the “S” collections. We will now see current year building IRN and SSID changes.
(Districts may see other collection manifests get updated but the only change will be the way SSID’s are
processed with the new tables.)

FTE Level 2 Reports are now getting more standardized. These changes should make the FTE report
easier to use. Currently we see everything as Informational, but updates to FTE reports are coming in
2TRD and BODE, they will not be redoing them for 1TRD or AODE closed collections. Districts will not
see data in the new FTE reports until they have submitted either 2TRD or BODE. Report names will stay
the same. Changes include:
-

Add a 2-character plus 4-digit result code to correspond to FTE adjustments and the new error
severity levels
Severity counts that you can click on to see those issues
Changing the order of fields to put Start and End days next to each other
Add Grade Level
Add Percent of Time (including Sent-to-1 and Sent-to-2)
Add Error Severity Code
Add Building IRN

FTE data will be captured for payments before winter is out so the snapshot reports will match this new
format. Current FTE reports are updated based on December 22 data submissions made before 5:00
pm. Three entities submitted after 5:00 PM so their data is not updated.

ODDEX-SCR – ODE has been working on some updates to SCR and checks that happen within SCR.
Documentation is posted on their website under report explanations [look for Student Cross Reference
(SCR) Conflicts, posted 12/30/2016]. There will be some new checks added by the end of this week for
Sent-to and Admitted-From IRN, so counts will go up, although some may not impact funding. The
number of combinations are pretty staggering; they’ve had a team looking for a couple months and they

may have missed some combinations. They are not guaranteeing that these thousands of additional
errors are accurate, but the vast majority should be (such as open enrollments, court placed, etc.). Look
for an EMIS Newsflash and notice posted in ODDEX when they roll them out this week. Put in a
helpdesk ticket if you see an issue they missed or need further explanation that is not in the report
explanation.

Graduate information – ODE is continuing to work on this. The State Board has a working group to
report back to them in the Spring regarding possible changes to grad requirements. ODE wants the
Board to have the best information, so has posted reports in the Data Collector Files tab for this year’s
juniors. Hopefully districts are working on that data to get it cleaned up as part of the open FY17A End
of Course assessment window (including Special Ed exemptions, Score Not Reported reasons for
students who took the course before the EOC assessment was available, etc.). Later this week or early
next week, ODE Data Managers will pull data to get the Grad status reports updated by month’s end.
While the Fall assessment window is still open, they encourage districts who took Fall assessments to
get data submitted so it is available to the State Board.

FY17A Assessment collections – some assessment collections (Fall Preschool and Fall Grade 3 Reading)
were scheduled to open in late December, but will open this week hopefully. ODE has to update the
SSID piece Thursday night, so nothing new will open between now and Friday.
Missing Assessment reports for KRA and OELPA are expected to be turned on in the next week or so.
The vendor file for KRA was cleaned up over break and is ready to go. They’re close on the OELPA file,
and are working on Preschool missing and Fall EOC missing.

ODDEX-CCP – ODE continues to work on loading district data for FY16. 80% of district data has been
loaded (should have high match scores), and the remaining 20% should be knocked out today or
tomorrow. This means the 45-day clock has started; the key is when district data was added. Once all
FY16 data has been reviewed and is done with, they’ll start loading FY17 data. By mid-February they
expect all CCP for 2016 to be cleaned up.
80% of district data was loaded, and the 45-day clock started on those students over the holiday (but
they should’ve had high data matches between college and district, and students who were only going
to one LEA). Match scores are not loaded yet, but when they get loaded they’ll see all these extremely
high match scores. Most are a perfect match of 100, but those that are not are things like incorrect
conversion of credits.
An EMIS Newsflash has not been sent out yet since the remaining 20% is not loaded. Once the final 20%
is done, an EMIS Newsflash will come out. That remaining 20% includes Career Tech, cases where the
district didn’t pick correct course codes, kids reported by a college that the district didn’t appear to have
enrolled, college had wrong district, districts have wrong credit.

